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INFORMATION TECHNOLOGIES COMMITTEE
MINUTES OF MEETING
MARCH 2, 2004
 
[In these minutes:  Faculty & Student Perspectives on TEL Support, Pedagogical Methods and
Quality Learning, Wireless Update]
 
[These minutes reflect discussion and debate at a meeting of a committee of the University
of Minnesota Senate or Twin Cities Assembly; none of the comments, conclusions or actions
reported in these minutes represent the views of, nor are they binding on, the Senate or
Assembly, the Administration or the Board of Regents.]
 
PRESENT:  Mark Bellcourt, Nancy Herther (chair), Jeff Johnson, Linda Jorn, David DeMuth,
Alan Ek, Lynda Ellis, Douglas Ernie, Jim Waddell, David Hedges, Michael Varian
 
REGRETS:  April Schwartz, Stephen Cawley, Eric Celeste, Tun Jie
 
ABSENT:  Yosef Cohen, Greg Laden, Stuart Speedie
 
OTHERS:  Bernard Gulachek, Myron Lowe, Nancy McGlynn, Shih-Pau Yen
 
I).  Nancy Herther called the meeting to order.
 
II).  Members unanimously approved the February 3, 2004 minutes.
 
III).  Linda Jorn shared a presentation from the fall 2003 EDUCAUSE poster session,
Faculty and Student Perspectives on TEL Support, Pedagogical Methods, and Quality
Learning.  The executive summary of this report can be found at the following URL: 
http://dmc.umn.edu/surveys/
 
In 2001, several colleges approached the Digital Media Center (DMC) interested in surveying
their students in order to get a better understanding of studentsπ uses of educational
technology and their attitudes towards it.  In response, the DMC, developed a web-based
student survey in collaboration with the College of Education and Human Development, College
of Human Ecology, College of Liberal Arts, College of Veterinary Medicine and the Office of
Information Technology.  This survey was released to 1,100 students in 4 colleges and the
response rate was 26.4%.  Survey results indicated:

While approximately 57% of students surveyed had a high-speed connection e.g. DSL,
Ethernet, etc., roughly 41% were still relying on dial-up modems.  This has implications 
for the types of files that can be sent to students.
There was a correlation between high-speed access and more frequent access to online
materials.
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There were fewer reported impediments to use of technology and greater reported
positive attitudes towards educational technology for students with high-speed access.
11.3% of student respondents had taken at least one completely online course; 30.7% of
respondents had taken some form of hybrid online course and 83% of respondents had
taken a course supplemented with online instructional technology.
Student attitudes towards instructional technology included:
o       Online library resources received high marks from students.
o       Over 50% of students agreed that instructional technology was useful in their

academic work.
o       Approximately 80% of students reported having taken at least one class that used a

WebCT site.
o       At least 66% of student respondents found WebCT sites useful or very useful in

their coursework.
o       Instructors not using technology top the list of student impediments to using

technology.
o       Upgrading labs is studentsπ highest priority for technology fees.

Students offered the following advice to other students when it came to the use of
instructional technology:
o       Ask questions if you do not understand.
o       Keep trying if you do not first succeed.
o       Be diligent in your attempts to learn.
o       Take time to learn the technology because it is well worth it.

 
Examples of how central administration and the colleges have responded to the survey
findings include:

Continued investment in central and college computing facilities.
CLA has a program called åGet Wiredπ where ADCS provides free computer training to
students.  For additional information on this program visit the following URL: 
http://www1.umn.edu/getwired/
Encouragement of faculty to use WebCT.

 
Comments/questions from members included:

Does the DMC have access to comparative surveys conducted by other institutions with
similar demographics and computer use?  The DMC has access to survey data from the 
University of Michigan and the University of Wisconsin; however, not as much
comparative data has been collected on the student side as compared to the faculty
side.
Did the student survey target freshmen versus seniors, or undergraduate versus
graduate students?  Both undergraduate and graduate students were surveyed. 
According to Ms. Jorn, some analysis differentiating the responses between
undergraduate and graduate students was conducted.  Ms. Jorn will get back to the
Committee with this information.
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Do students tend to use their own computers to do their work or do they tend to use
the Universityπs equipment?  No specific questions were asked about whether students
used their own hardware or the Universityπs hardware.  However, the survey included a 
question on point of access e.g. home, residence hall, lab.  Ms. Jorn will get back to the 
Committee with the response to this point of access question.
Are there plans for a follow-up survey?  Another survey was done this spring.
Are there differences amongst the colleges in terms of what they consider åcomputer
servicesπ?  Was åcomputer servicesπ broadly defined?  Were students asked to think
globally about all the resources on campus?  Questions were asked about computer labs
on campus and the individual data was given to the colleges so they could see how their
students responded.

 
Next, Ms. Jorn shared information on the faculty survey the DMC conducted in collaboration
with the College of Agriculture, Food and Environmental Sciences, College of Human Ecology,
CLA and the College of Veterinary Medicine.  This was a paper survey delivered to 856
faculty with 261 responses, or a 30% response rate.  Survey results revealed:

Close to 4% of faculty taught completely online courses; 6.5% taught hybrid courses and
60% supplemented their face-to-face courses with technology.
Some barriers to teaching online from faculty membersπ perspectives included the time
commitment and the lack of necessary online teaching skills.
Many faculty expressed an interest in the pedagogy of technology enhanced learning e.g.
how to design these environments, etc.
Online technology enhanced learning resources, as a means to learn about TEL, were
ranked low by faculty.
Faculty preferred to get help in incorporating instructional technology in their courses
through their own experimentation and/or advice from colleagues.
In terms of faculty use of TEL (technology enhanced learning), 74% of faculty
respondents expressed concern over losing interaction and content with their students. 
Faculty often commented that interaction was equated with face-to-face contact.
Teaching with technology was seen by faculty as a passive and an inflexible way of
learning.  Faculty respondents see technology enhanced learning resources as a place to
put information as opposed to a place to design interactions and group activities.

 
In response to these findings:

The DMCπs Faculty Fellowship Program is focusing its efforts on the scholarship of
teaching.
TEL grants and the NextGen program are being promoted to encourage faculty from
different disciplines to share strategies for teaching online.
Several colleges have hired graduate students from their specific discipline and trained
them in technology enhanced learning so they can support the faculty in their
college/department.
The DMC has added new courses e.g. Flash, etc.
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The DMC has posted additional information on its website related to technology
enhanced learning - http://dmc.umn.edu/index.shtml
The DMC has developed a hybrid seminar on online learning communities that faculty can
take so they experience online learning firsthand.
The DMC is using Flash Communication Server and Breeze, new technologies, which allow
real time interaction.
The DMC will continue its support of management tools by piloting Vista, an upgraded
version of WebCT.

 
Another faculty and student survey around attitudes and uses of instructional technology was
conducted this spring.  It was sent out to 6,350 students and 873 faculty.  There was a 21% 
response rate from students and 35% response rate from faculty.  Ms. Jorn distributed
copies of each of these surveys so members could see the types of questions that were
asked.
 
Comments/questions from members:

Once the new data from the 2004 faculty and student surveys are compiled, how will it
be distributed or made available to interested parties?  This information will be shared 
with the TEL Council as well as the Deans.  Additionally, this information will be posted 
on the DMC website by late summer.
There is a retention issue for students taking online courses.  Oftentimes students do 
not realize how difficult it is to take an online course.  Linda Jorn acknowledged that
the notion of retention is an important issue and it continues to be researched.  Another
member commented that retention can be result of how a course is designed and/or who
is teaching the course.
Mandatory participation in online discussions can be one way to increase personal
interaction between faculty and students when it comes to online courses.
Faculty from the Nursing Department in conjunction with the DMC have created a list
of 22 criteria for what makes a good online course e.g. design/organization of the site,
how student interaction is designed into the course, etc.

 
Linda Jorn reminded members of the upcoming TEL Seminar Series.  She noted that on 
March 4th there will be a panel discussion on Learning Technologies and Public Engagement
and then on March 30th there will be a student panel, which will discuss how students
perceive learning with technology and what they think are the most useful
technology-enhanced learning (TEL) strategies.
 
IV).  Phil Kachelmyer provided members with a wireless update.  He noted that wire wall
based access points are currently being installed in many closets around campus.  The goal is 
to have at least one wire wall access point in each building.  Installation of wire wall access 
points has been completed on the West Bank and it is expected that installation of the
remaining points on the East Bank and St. Paul campuses will be completed soon.  Once these 
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access points have been installed, no active upgrading of access points will take place until
after the network upgrade is completed.
 
With the installation of the new network:

The fire walls built into the new routers will be able to be used to provide better
wireless service and allow departments more control over access to their machines.
Two services will be available through one access point for those departments that want
to offer their own wireless service but also want to offer the Universityπs wireless
service.
Ciscoπs power injection technology will eliminate the need for a separate AC power
source near access points.

 
Comments/questions from members:

What is the timeline for completing installation of the access points? Access point
installations are expected to be completed within a few weeks.
How will people know if an access point has been installed in their building?  Eventually, 
this information will be available on the map through the NTS website.  There will also 
be some signs posted which will indicate that a building has been wired for wireless.
Will the McNamara Alumni Center be wired for wireless?  According to Shih Pau Yen,
this building is not managed by the University and is not an instructional building.  Those 
interested in having the McNamara Alumni Center wired for wireless need to get in
touch with the management company of that building.  It is possible, however, to have
temporary wireless access points installed by NTS.

 
V).  Hearing no further business, Nancy Herther adjourned the meeting.
 
                                                                                          Renee Dempsey
                                                                                          University Senate


